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1 Introduction
Developed states have what might charitably be called a schizophrenic attitude towards
international refugee law. Determined to remain formally engaged with refugee law and
yet unwavering in their commitment to avoid assuming their fair share of practical
responsibilities under that regime, wealthier countries have embraced the politics of nonentrée, comprising efforts to keep refugees away from their territories but without
formally resiling from treaty obligations.1
The 1951 Refugee Convention2 guarantees to refugees the right not to be returned ‘in any
manner whatsoever to the frontiers of territories where [their] life or freedom would be
threatened on account of […] race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group
or political opinion’.3 Although this has long been recognized as the foundational principle of
international refugee law, sadly, externalized migration control practices have effectively
influenced its effectiveness. Immigration control is no longer exercised exclusively at the
physical borders of states. Control is rather carried out at every step of the journey.4 The issues
with practices of externalized migration control have grown to become important because
regardless of time and place, focusing only on the situation where a foreigner is seeking to enter
a state’s territory, it seems like states around the world aim to achieve the same purpose: to deter
migrants from entering their territory unless they are a valuable asset for the state. States are
using externalized migration control mechanisms in order to avoid having to deal with a specific
kind of migrant: the less valuable one, i.e. the non-educated and vulnerable people who are most

Thomas Gammeltoft-Hansen and James C Hathaway, ‘Non-Refoulement in a World of Cooperative Deterrence’
(2015) 53 Columbia Journal of Transnational Law 235, 235.
2
Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees (adopted 28 July 1951, entered into force 22 April 1954) 189
UNTS 137 (hereinafter ‘the Refugee Convention’).
3
ibid art 33(1).
4
Thomas Gammeltoft-Hansen, ‘The Externalisation of European Migration Control and the Reach of International
Refugee Law’ in The First Decade of EU Migration and Asylum Law, 273 (Paul Minderhoud & Elspeth Guild eds,
Martinus Nijhoff, 2011).
1

1

likely to end up as a burden for the societies rather than a benefit.5 For instance, if the person is
well-educated and thus able to participate usefully in the labor market, he would be an asset for
the receiving state rather than a burden. Also, tourists who contribute by economic wealth are
seen as valuable from the states’ points of view.6 States’ unwillingness to accept immigrants,
unless they benefit from them, has been a widespread phenomenon across the world for a long
time.7 The choice of language also speaks to the view that states have in this regard. Speaking
of refugees – people in need of protection – as burdens, says a lot about how the developed
world perceives their presence.
There are various reasons for why these practices are enforced, some with great benefits that
can even be argued as necessary. On the flipside, the mechanisms are enforced by states in order
to outsource migration control to other states’ territories or to territories of terra nullius and thus
strategically manipulate the possibility for migrants to access international protection regimes.8
By geographically shifting the point of migration control, states seem to believe they can avoid
legal responsibilities to protect refugees and especially escape the responsibilities they would
face in a regular border control situation.9 Certainly, we would not accept it as lawful if a state
denied access to refugees at the borders or made it impossible for them to claim asylum on
questionable grounds. But doing so in ambiguous legally constructed manners, seems to be
acceptable as far as state practice shows. The practices may lead to states indirectly denying
access to otherwise bona fide asylum seekers, while shifting the legal responsibility to other

See inter alia Andreas Fischer-Lescano, Tillmann Löhr and Timo Tohidipur, ‘Border Controls at Sea:
Requirements under International Human Rights and Refugee Law’ (2009) 21(2) International Journal of Refugee
Law 256, 276; Lori A Nessel, 'Externalized Borders and the Invisible Refugee' (2009) 40 Columbia Human Rights
Law Review 625, 631; Gammeltoft-Hansen and Hathaway (n 1) 236–240 and 244; Bill Frelick, Ian M Kysel and
Jennifer Podkul, 'The Impact of Externalization of Migration Controls on the Rights of Asylum Seekers and Other
Migrants' (2016) 4 Journal on Migration and Human Security 190, 191–193; Aylet Schachar, ‘The Race for Talent:
Highly Skilled Migrants and Competitive Immigration Regimes’ (2006) 81(1) New York University Law Review
148; Stephen Castles, Hein Haas and Mark Miller, The Age of Migration: International Population Movements in
the Modern World (5th edn, Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan 2013); Zygmunt Bauman, Globalization: The human
Consequences (Cambridge: Polity Press 1998).
6
Gammeltoft-Hansen and Hathaway (n 1) 237.
7
ibid 244–256.
8
See inter alia Fischer-Lescano, Löhr and Tohidipur (n 5); Frelick, Kysel and Podkul (n 5); Gammeltoft-Hansen
and Hathaway (n 1); Nessel (n 5); Kees Wouters and Maarten den Heijer, 'The Marine I Case: A Comment' (2010)
22 International Journal of Refugee Law 1, 19.
9
Gammeltoft-Hansen and Hathaway (n 1) 235.
5

2

states. Fundamentally, states outsource their migration control to other states, in order to
transition the responsibility to protect human rights from themselves to others. This thesis deals
with these practices as conscious and strategic decisions made by states in order to avoid legal
responsibility.
Most striking in the context of externalized migration control mechanisms is that the so-called
‘powerful states’10, those that have enforced and promote the prominent human rights treaties,
are often the loudest ones in seeking to ensure rights to international migrants. However, at the
same time they seem to be doing everything they can to develop new mechanisms through which
they can refuse entry for unwanted asylum seekers and other migrants to their territories.11
Even though these practices may be completely legal, and even necessary, this thesis will show
that they often unfortunately mean weakened protection for some groups of migrants, especially
for refugees. The reason is that externalized migration control mechanisms are designed so that
migrants are pushed-back or else denied access to areas where their rights would otherwise be
substantially better than in those where they are forced to stay. The problem with externalized
migrations control mechanisms from a legal perspective is, that the prominent view in
international law currently does not necessarily recognize state responsibility for the state that
enforces those mechanisms. Therefore, this thesis will show that the current international rules
on jurisdiction and state responsibility simply do not suffice in the protection of all migrants.
Thus, it seeks to discuss and evolve the current way of dealing with state responsibility in the
context of externalized migration control mechanisms and practices.
Whether states succeed with their alleged aim of escaping responsibility with externalized
migration control practices, will be legally questioned through the current rules on
extraterritorial application of human rights treaties and rules on state responsibility through
jurisdiction and the provision of aid and assistance. The thesis will especially argue that a

The term ‘powerful states’ is used by Thomas Gammeltoft-Hansen and James Hathaway, but they do not define
it per se. Nevertheless, the context of the article reveals that the authors are pointing their fingers at especially the
European states, the United States and at Australia – though not excluding the possibility that also other states
could be guilty of the same practices. See Gammeltoft-Hansen and Hathaway (n 1) 237.
11
Frelick, Kysel and Podkul (n 5) 191; Gammeltoft-Hansen and Hathaway (n 1) 237.
10

3

contemporary understanding of the rules on jurisdiction must be adopted to provide efficient
protection to asylum seekers and refugees also in the extraterritorial sphere. In this respect the
jurisprudence of the European Court of Human Rights (hereinafter ‘the ECtHR’) is especially
important.
The purpose is not to challenge the mechanisms themselves, but rather the current state of
international law in a context where lawful acts result in harmful situations for individuals. This
is an important distinction, because the mechanisms themselves are often carefully designed to
be lawful. They are also increasingly based on mutual agreements between states. Thus, the
legality of the practices per se is not of interest in this thesis. The thesis will rather question the
current way of understanding international responsibility where the behavior of international
actors is affecting individual right holders protected by the international community, but whose
rights are not realized due to the strategic behavior of states.
The issue is also topical because although the practices have a long tradition, it seems like the
international community is only moving towards even deeper ways of obstructing the
possibilities for migrants to reach their territories. Most recently the European Commission has
suggested that the Dublin Regulation will be replaced by a new policy on migration and asylum
in the European Union.12 However, this new migration policy unfortunately does not focus on
guaranteeing that the human rights of migrants is upheld, but it is rather a political outcome that
is focused on returns and deeper cooperation with third states.13
Although this thesis takes a critical view of the circumstances in which these practices are
enforced, it should not be understood as not recognizing the benefits of cooperating with migrant
producing or transit countries. This thesis does not try to argue that all such practices should be
disregarded. There are various reasons for why externalized migration control mechanisms and
practices are helpful or even necessary. To some extent states are even encouraged to consider

12

Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on asylum and migration management
and amending Council Directive (EC) 2003/109 and the proposed Regulation (EU) XXX/XXX [Asylum and
Migration Fund] [2020] 2020/0279(COD).
13
Amnesty International, ‘EU: Migration Pact is not a fresh start but a false start’ (23 September 2020) available
at <https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/09/eu/> (last accessed 25.9.2020).

4

creative alternatives for protection. By creating such solutions states may create safe routs for
protection seekers to arrive or otherwise provide lasting solutions for refugees who may be
unable to seek protection otherwise.14 The awareness of this shall not be forgotten although the
focus of this thesis is limited to discussing the harmfulness of enforcing such migration control
mechanisms. The critique pointed towards extraterritorial migration control mechanisms is
rather generated by the overall principle that all such mechanisms must be enforced in good
faith and in the right context.15

1.1 Research question, approach and delimitation
The growing trend of outsourcing migration control from destination states to home or transit
states is creating a situation where the legal protection regime becomes fragmented. States are
seeking to create conditions where the refugee protection is not applicable – or at least not
attributable to the state that is enforcing the extraterritorial action. Thus, there is a need to review
the current protection provided by international law in these circumstances.
Externalized migration control mechanisms have been researched relatively extensively.
However, many have focused more on ‘traditional’16 forms of deterrence like carrier sanctions,
visa restrictions, the establishment of international zones, and high seas interception. The
research in this thesis will show that these traditional forms of deterrence measures have been
proven to be vulnerable both in practice and as a matter of international law.17 Thus, discussing
the newer forms of deterrence, which are cooperation-based and founded on mutual agreements
between states, raises a much more interesting discussion for this thesis. The agreements are
typically concluded between developed and less-developed states so that deterrence is carried

James C Hathaway, ‘The False Panacea of Offshore Deterrence’ (2006) 26 Forced migration review 56. See also
Maarten den Heijer, Europe and Extraterritorial Asylum (Oxford: Hart Publishing 2012) 261.
15
Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (adopted 23 May 1969, entered into force on 27 January 1980) 1155
UNTS 331, arts 26 and 31.
16
The categorization between traditional and new generation mechanisms is drawn from the classification made
by Gammeltoft-Hansen and Hathaway. Gammeltoft-Hansen and Hathaway (n 1).
17
See below chapter 2.1.
14

5

out by authorities of home or transit states, in their territories or in international zones – all while
the promoter behind the deterrence practices is the destination state.18
The purpose of this thesis is to research whether international law ensures protection to refugees
who find themselves in an extraterritorial migration control situation. It seeks to answer whether
states can be held responsible for possible violations in such situations and whether the
protection provided by international law is adequate. The imminent question to ask is whether
the practices of states have created legal black holes where refugees cannot be effectively
protected by international law? Moreover, has international law developed rules that can close
such black holes? Can extraterritorial migration control overcome the threshold of effective
control required by extraterritorial jurisdiction, or are there any other ways to find those states
that enforce them responsible under international law? These considerations deal with two
clashing interests: state sovereignty and the aim of universal human rights.
The method used for this research is a legal dogmatic method aimed at establishing the
applicable law through examining legal sources. This thesis has a human rights law perspective
and when it discusses state responsibility or obligations, it refers to both primary and secondary
rules of international treaties relating to state responsibility, jurisdiction and extraterritorial
application of the relevant norms. Moreover, the research considers international case law as
well as customary international law. The overall objective of this thesis is to examine the current
legal protection regime where externalized migration control mechanisms are enforced.
The thesis is focused on studying the legal rules that govern state responsibility for externalized
migration control mechanisms enforced by the global North. However, it is not strictly
geographically limited, although it does in some parts focus more on the European practices by
drawing on the case law of the ECtHR. Also, American and Australian practices are discussed
where those are significant for the development of externalized migration control mechanisms.
The delimitation to the global North is justified on the basis that externalized migration control
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mechanisms are generally enforce by those states that attract the most migrants.19 Because the
research in this thesis is focused on discussing the legal ways to challenge the effectiveness of
the practices, the global North – being the most attractive for asylum seekers – is an obvious
delimitation. Moreover, the geographical delimitation does not disrupt the core issue in the
thesis, as the underlying norm that governs the protection of refugees is the principle of nonrefoulement, which is considered to be customary international law.20 Accordingly, the
geographical delimitation is merely a way to delimit the research and focus on the most
prominent actors that enforce externalized migration control mechanisms. Although, the
practices of the global North are not coherent their distinction is of little relevance for the
purpose of providing an overview of the current legal regime that govern state responsibility
flowing from the enforcement of externalized migration control mechanisms.
State responsibility for the conduct of international agencies and private actors is excluded from
the research because the rules that govern these situations differ from those that apply to direct
actions of state officials and agents. The purpose of this thesis is to focus on the legal regime at
large, which is why these specific situations cannot be considered. Moreover, this thesis does
not include a discussion on shared state jurisdiction.
As explained, the externalized migration control mechanisms pose a challenge to international
refugee law. The conclusion of this thesis is that international refugee law and the actions of the
international community have not been adequate in their response to the emerging practices of
externalized migration control. It argues that a contemporary understanding of the rules on
jurisdiction and state responsibility needs to be adopted in order to create a coherent protection
regime.
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1.2 Concepts
In this thesis the concept of externalized migration control mechanisms is used to describe all
forms of action that consciously outsource the migration control from one state’s territory to
another’s or to territories of terra nullius with the purpose to control migration flows into the
first state. The included actions are anything that at first sight results in a shift in responsibility
from one state to another. In that context the concept of interception often appears. There is no
internationally accepted definition of what is considered as interception. However, interception
should be understood to encompass ‘all measures applied by a State, outside its national
territory, in order to prevent, interrupt or stop the movement of persons [who are] crossing
international borders by land, air or sea, and making their way to the country of prospective
destination’.21 The mechanisms range from traditional forms of interception at high seas to
cooperation-based forms like deployment of officials or financial aid and assistance. Some
scholars have also described externalized migration control mechanisms with the use of terms
like non-entrée politics or practices.22 These terms appear also in this thesis.
‘Migrants’ in the meaning of this thesis are asylum seekers and refugees. The reason for this
delimitation is that these migrants are the most vulnerable where externalized migration control
mechanisms have been enforced. As stated above, enforcing such mechanisms often mean that
the responsibility to protect the migrants is shifted to another state. The state to which the
responsibility is shifted has often not ratified the prominent human rights treaties that protect
migrants or does not have the necessary procedures or even the will to protect and ensure respect
for asylum seekers’ and refugees’ rights.23
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1.3 Disposition
In addition to this introductory chapter the thesis is divided into three substantial chapters.
Chapter 2 introduces the various externalized migration control mechanisms from a practical
point of view. It provides examples of state practices and attempts to determine which practices
to consider before going on to analyze how international law responds to the legal problems that
they carry with them. The chapter differentiates between traditional and cooperation-based
deterrence measures and explains the developments in practice. It concludes that the traditional
practices as a deterrence measure have become less attractive for developed states. Therefore,
the cooperation-based methods are of greater interest when examining the legal means available
in international law to challenge the presumption of states.
Chapter 3 examines the extraterritorial application of the principle of non-refoulement, the
definition and status determination of a refugee as well as what the right to asylum entails
together with the principle of non-refoulement. As extraterritorial migration control effectively
shifts the geographical point of application, the legal norms governing these notions needs to be
assessed in the extraterritorial sphere. The chapter concludes that the principle of nonrefoulement is applicable beyond state borders, but the refugee determination and right to
asylum in connection with the principle of non-refoulement do not provide enough protection
for refugees where externalized migration control mechanisms have been enforced.
Chapter 4 sets out the legal means available in international law to challenge the assumption of
states that the enforcement of externalized migration control mechanisms can evade liability.
The legal question it deals with is when, if ever, do extraterritorial jurisdiction and state
responsibility apply if externalized migration control mechanisms have been enforced. It
questions the presumption of states through a careful assessment of the rules on extraterritorial
state jurisdiction. The chapter concludes that the reliance of states on externalized migration
control mechanisms can be challenged where they exercise effective control over territories or
individuals. In addition, the chapter provides a contemporary interpretation of extraterritorial
jurisdiction, according to which a State may be held responsible when it exercises public powers
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abroad. As not all actions of states amount to jurisdiction, the principles on responsibilities for
aid and assistance is also discussed shortly.

10

2 An evolution of externalized migration control
mechanisms
This chapter will discuss the development of various externalized migration control
mechanisms. It distinguishes between traditional and new forms of deterrence practices, because
the traditional practices as a deterrence measure have to some extent become less attractive for
developed states. The chapter gives examples of state practices and seeks to establish a common
ground to examine how international law responds to the legal issues that these practices bring
with them.
Various externalized migration control mechanisms have been introduced during the last three
decades. Although the aim has not exclusively been to deter migrants from reaching the
territories of desired destination states, it is one of the main objectives.24 These practices that
aim to outsource migration control beyond state jurisdiction have evolved through time.
Gammeltoft-Hansen and Hathaway have classified the distinction in practices according to so
called ‘traditional non-entrée practices’ and ‘cooperation-based non-entrée practices’.25 Similar
categorizations have been recognized by others.26 The distinction is significant especially when
evaluating how the practices succeed to achieve the aim of states and thereof shift state
responsibility. The development in law and practice shows that states no longer benefit as much
from the traditional forms as they do from the cooperation-based ones. The traditional practices
are simply not as effective in deterring migrants as they used to be.
Before explaining the distinction between the traditional and cooperation-based practices, the
naming of these practices deserves a quick notice. It is apparent that Gammeltoft-Hansen and
Hathaway chose to categorize the practices by drawing on the French term non-refoulment. The
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characterization is heavily influenced by the assumption that the practices are designed to
counterwork states’ obligations not to deter someone from their territory when certain refugee
law requirements are fulfilled. The terminology itself is heavily loaded and shows that these
scholars argue for a protection regime that does not exclude responsibility where externalized
migration control practices are enforced.
The distinction between traditional and cooperation-based non-entrée practices as described by
Gammeltoft-Hansen and Hathaway is, that the traditional forms have at large been successfully
challenged both in practice and in law.27 The following will take a closer look at the categories
in order to establish which practices to study for the purpose of examining legal responsibility
for states that enforce them.

2.1 Traditional non-entrée practices
The traditional forms of non-entrée practices, as described by Gammeltoft-Hansen and
Hathaway, include visa controls and carrier sanction, announcing international zones within
states’ territories as well as intercepting migrants on the high seas.28 These practices are not
new. The United States had laws in place already in the nineteenth century that required
transportation companies to restrain ill or immoral passengers and non-compliance resulted in
sanctions.29 In other words, the responsibility to control the arrival of persons was shifted in part
to private actors. The visa control system has since been developed in the world at large and is
utilized as a non-entrée mechanism. The visa restrictions are stringent on airlines and other
means of transportation and because negligence in checking passengers’ visas can result in
substantial sanctions, these (often private) companies are given remarkable discretion in
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deciding who to bring with them.30 Basically the responsibility to evaluate legitimate refugee
claims has been shifted from states to private actors because they must decide whether the
person who wishes to board fulfills the requirements for international protection in the
destination state.31
However, although visa controls and carrier sanctions are common, they have become less
effective in deterring unwanted migrants. Accurate data about how migrants travel to destination
states is difficult to collect because migrants today commonly rely on organized crime to make
the journey to the destination state. The circumstances of such journeys are carried out outside
the systems that collect data, but a 2018 report of the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime
(hereinafter ‘UNODC’) disclosed that at least 2,5 million migrants relied on human traffickers
and smugglers in 2016 to travel to the desired destination states.32 The business of smuggling is
also very profitable, as the same UNODC report shows that smugglers made up to 7 billion US
dollars in 2016.33 Thus, smugglers are extremely motivated to find ways for transporting
migrants successfully to the desired destination states. Smugglers often provide migrants with
fake travel, marriage or employment documents that are difficult to detect and thus make it hard
for visa controls and carrier sanctions to be enforced as intended. Smugglers also bribe border
officials and find new routs of entry to secure access for the migrants. Because of this, states
must continuously adapt their migration control to the new ways and routs that smugglers
provide for migrants.34 Consequently, visa controls and carrier sanctions have in practice
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become less effective for the purpose of deterring migrants. Migrants’ reliance on smugglers
effectively capsize part of the purpose of visa controls and carrier sanctions, which makes them
less effective in deterring migrants. Thus, their relevance for this thesis is also diminished.
Through history states have also declared so-called international zones within their territories.
Especially airports, harbors and islands have been treated as non-territories of the state. The
assumption behind such practices have been that international obligations do not apply
extraterritorially and thus isolates actions taken there from the obligation to protect refugees.
This way of declaring non-protection zones has been rejected through regional case law. In
Europe the ECtHR declared already in 1996 in Amuur v France35 that although airports have
what are commonly called international zones ‘[d]espite [the] name, […] international [zones
do] not have extraterritorial status’.36 In the case the ECtHR declared that the asylum seekers
were wrongfully detained and thus France violated their right to liberty under Article 5 of the
Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms37 (hereinafter
‘ECHR’).38 Thus, the Court effectively declared that international zones within state territory
cannot be exempted from the responsibility to comply with the Convention. The same reasoning
was struck down by the High Court of Australia when a domestic law provided restricted access
to Australian courts and refugee procedures when persons arrived at specific islands.39
Not only has case law affirmed that the initial interpretation is wrong, but also international
maritime law makes it clear that state territory extends to territorial waters and islands. 40 Thus,
claiming international zones within state territories is not effective as a deterrence measure. The
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externalization of national territories has been overcome by jurisprudence and law, which makes
the non-entrée practice less relevant for the purpose of this thesis.
The third traditional form of non-entrée practices is based on the same assumption as the
previous one – international obligations do not apply extraterritorially. In addition to
establishing non-protection zones within actual state territory, states have occasionally argued
that they do not have international obligations in international zones. Therefore, high seas
deterrence of refugees has been practiced on the assumption that it does not violate the
international duty to protect refugees. In fact, in 1993, the Supreme Court of the United States
(hereinafter ‘US Supreme Court’) decided in the notorious case of Sale v Haitian Centers
Council41 (Sale) that Article 33(1) of the 1951 Refugee Convention was not applicable on the
high seas. In other words the US Supreme Court leaned on the interpretation that the prohibition
of refoulement did not apply extraterritorially, and allowed for forcible repatriation of refugees
in the high seas.42 The judgement of Sale allowed for systematical interdiction of refugees in
the high seas and the return of passengers to Haiti, among other states, without first determining
whether they would qualify as refugees.
Fortunately the case received little acceptance elsewhere and has been criticized and rejected by
many scholars, courts and international agencies.43 Most importantly, in its brief amicus curiae
to the Sale case, the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (hereinafter ‘the
UNHCR’) emphasized the applicability of non-refoulement outside state territory because
neither the preparatory works nor a textual reading of the Refugee Convention allowed for an
opposite interpretation. The UNHCR especially pointed at the structure of the treaty. Territorial
limitations are recognized in various articles, but Article 33(1) does not include such limitations.
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Hence, it is applicable wherever states act.44 Therefore, expulsion of refugees from any area,
whether it is a state’s territory or not, is a violation of Article 33 if the territory a refugee is
returned to fulfill the criteria laid out by the principle of non-refoulement.
One of the most recent and notable rejections made to the interpretation that non-refoulement
does not apply extraterritorially, is the ruling of the ECtHR in the Grand Chamber case of Hirsi
Jamaa and Others v Italy45 (Hirsi Jamaa). The Court concluded in Hirsi Jamaa that high seas
pushbacks breach the obligation of non-refoulement.46 The facts preceding the case concerned
a treaty that was concluded between Italy and Libya in 2008. Italy aimed to intercept migrants
trying to enter its territory by promising around 5 billion US dollars to Libya in return for inter
alia repatriating the migrants there. In return Libya was also asked to strengthen its border
control mechanisms and diminish migration flows from Libya to Italy.47 In May 2009, a group
of migrants who had left Libya on board vessels were intercepted by the Italian authorities at
sea. They were returned to Libya without individual assessment and against their will. In 2012
the ECtHR decided in Hirsi Jamaa that Italy had violated its human rights obligations by
intercepting migrants based on the bilateral agreement between Italy and Libya.48 The fact that
the treaty included a specific reference for Libya to comply with international human right law
and other international conventions to which Libya was a party, did not convince the Court.49
The Court reiterated what is had concluded in previous cases:
[T]he existence of domestic laws and the ratification of international treaties guaranteeing
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respect for fundamental rights are not in themselves sufficient to ensure adequate
protection against the risk of ill-treatment where […] reliable sources have reported
practices resorted to or tolerated by the authorities which are manifestly contrary to the
principles of the Convention. Furthermore, […] Italy cannot evade its own responsibility
by relying on its obligations arising out of bilateral agreements with Libya. Even if it were
to be assumed that those agreements made express provision for the return to Libya of
migrants intercepted on the high seas, the Contracting States’ responsibility continues
even after their having entered into treaty commitments.50
Thus, the Court emphasized that the responsibility to respect the principle of non-refoulement
does not end by concluding bilateral agreements that include references to guarantee human
rights. In order to avoid responsibility for indirect non-refoulement the state that enforces such
agreements must make sure that the other party provides the same protection as guaranteed by
the ECHR.
These cases show that high seas interception is highly likely to result in responsibilities for the
state that is enforcing them – at least where the state itself is taking actions. Thus, their appeal
as a deterrence measure is diminished and states seek other ways to fulfill their aim.
Traditional forms of non-entrée practices have become less effective in practice and even proven
as contrary to international law. Refugees rely increasingly on other means to reach developed
states and it makes it difficult for visa controls and carrier sanctions to detect them before they
arrive. Also, international zones within state territories are not areas where states’ obligations to
protect refugees would be exempted. Likewise, high seas deterrence by the states’ own
authorities results in responsibilities for the state to protect human rights. These conclusions
make the practices much less attractive for developed states in their aim to deter migrants. Thus,
the relevance to discuss state responsibility for enforcing traditional forms of non-entrée
practices is also reduced. However, the following will show that state responsibility for
enforcing the new – cooperation-based – generation of externalized migration control practices
remains relevant.
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2.2 Cooperation-based non-entrée practices
The cooperation-based non-entrée practices are more complex than the traditional ones. This
follows the logic that they have in part been designed because the traditional ones are not as
effective anymore, or at least have a higher likelihood of resulting in responsibility for the states
enforcing them. The cooperation-based practices range from the reliance on diplomatic
agreements to complete jointly operated migration control operations. The practices can be
categorized according to the degree of involvement of the state that is enforcing them. However,
the practices are not necessarily implemented separately, but often include elements of two or
more of the recognized categories.51 This subchapter of the thesis will present these cooperationbased mechanisms and give examples of practices of the prominently acting states.
The first level of involvement is invoked when states rely on diplomatic relations in combating
unwanted migration. The destination states have used persuasive measures for states of origin
or transit to assist in the deterrence of migrants. Methods to motivate the involvement of those
states include for instance withholding development assistance or the promise of trade
agreements in return for their involvement in migration deterrence.52 This kind of bartering has
been for example promoted by the EU. The EU has called upon Member States to negotiate
agreements with migrant-sending countries like Africa, Asia and Latin America53 and the 2016
Partnership Framework on Migration54 draws largely on diplomatic relations to combat
unwanted migration. Moreover, the EU also requires that acceding states meet detailed
migration control standards as a condition for membership in the EU.55 Thus, the EU is able to
pressure states that are seeking to accede to the EU by first requiring that they comply with EU’s
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aim of deterring unwanted migrants. On a general level it is possible to find state responsibility
for diplomatic agreements, but this will be discussed further in chapter 4.
Financial funding of migration control operations in states of origin or transit is another
mechanism of cooperation-based non-entrée.56 The United States has for instance paid billions
of dollars to Mexico for improving the migration control between Mexico and Central America,
resulting in less migrants reaching the US.57 The funding has been used by Mexico to improve
equipment related to migration control, such as surveillance aircrafts and technology to advance
data collection. The US has also contributed to immigration monitoring sites along the MexicoGuatemala border.58 This form of cooperation is often not purely financial, or it can at least be
difficult to distinguish whether the state providing the financial aid is involved in directing the
aid to specific purposes, and thus more involved in the migration control carried out in another
state. For the purpose of this thesis it is important to point out here that state responsibility based
on pure financial aid is more difficult to establish. However, the International Law
Commission’s (hereinafter ‘the ILC’) Articles on Responsibility of States for Internationally
Wrongful Acts59 (hereinafter ‘the ARSIWA’) recognize that aiding and assisting in the conduct
of internationally wrongful acts can result in responsibility for the sponsoring state. 60 The
relevance of these articles will be discussed further under subchapter 4.2.
Additionally, states may be involved in extraterritorial migration control through the direct
provision of equipment to a third state or by training authorities of that state. Member States of
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the EU have for instance provided Libya with border control equipment.61 In particular, Italy
has provided fast patrol boats and other technical equipment to the Libyan Coast Guard. 62 To
fund the migration control of those states that are of key interest for the developed state, has
become increasingly attractive. The Mérida initiative in the United States, the Pacific Solution
in Australia and the EU’s migration policy all include elements that refer to the provision of
equipment or training to the migrant producing or transit countries as a means to cooperate with
those countries.63 However, state responsibility for human rights violations conducted by a third
state, only on the basis that a state provides equipment for the purpose of conducting migration
control, rarely amounts to jurisdiction for the aiding state. Nevertheless, the state may still be
held responsible if certain conditions are met.64
Destination states have also deployed immigration officials to work together with the authorities
of countries of origin or transit. For instance, the US has immigration officers in more than 52
countries around the world65 and Australia has deployed Airline Liaison Officers to airports that
are considered as major gateways to Australia.66 The EU has also sent immigration officers from
Member States to key border crossing points where migrants attempt to reach the EU.67 The EU
has since 2004 sent immigration liaison officer to third states in order to uphold contacts with
the authorities of third states and thus coordinate effectively with them on how to prevent and
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combat illegal migration, facilitate returns and manage legal migration.68 Although these
officers are often emphasized as not carrying out the actual tasks of sovereign states, their
presence, support and advice are often decisive for the determination of a continued journey.69
Especially considering that carrier sanctions apply to those companies that transport unlawful
immigrants, it is unlikely that those officers would not obey the advice given by an officer of
the destination state. The discussion in chapter 4 shows that this cooperation-based non-entrée
is likely to result in state responsibility at least where it can be established that the role of the
deployed officers is more significant than just advisory and supportive.
Another form of cooperation-based migration control includes situations where destination and
transit or home countries work together through joint or shared enforcement programs.70 For
example, Australia and Sri Lanka have enforced a ‘Joint Working Group on People Smuggling
and Transnational Crime’ under which officials of Australia work together with officers of Sri
Lanka to combat human smuggling.71 In these situations the link to find state responsibility will
be overcome with less difficulties, although the operations may be constructed in manners where
the enforcing state with key interests to deter migrants, is less involved in the physical control
of the individuals. Chapter 4 will show that a contemporary understanding of state jurisdiction
is likely to challenge states’ reliance on joint operations to escape responsibilities to protect
migrants.
Furthermore, states may also participate directly in the migration control of another state within
the territories of that state.72 For instance, the UK established at the airport of Prague a preclearance procedure where British officers decided who could enter the UK prior to boarding.
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The procedure resulted in deterring mostly Roma and the House of Lords recognized that it was
discriminatory.73 Thus, although the practice was carried out within the territory of another state,
the UK was responsible for violating the rights of individuals. Understandably as the level of
attachment to the deterrence measure increases also the probability to find state responsibility
does.
Lastly migration control can also be entrusted directly to international agencies. To shift
responsibilities to international agencies is not exactly unproblematic. General human rights law
and international refugee law is primarily applicable in a way that they bind states.74 While there
are rules in place to attribute responsibility to international organizations75 it is doubtful that the
agencies themselves can be seen as bound by international human rights instruments.76 Here for
example the European Border and Coast Guard Agency (hereinafter ‘FRONTEX’) has
developed to become an entity which carries out its own immigration tasks.77 Although, the
mandate of FRONTEX requires it to respect international refugee law and especially the
principle of non-refoulement,78 scholars find it difficult to challenge possible violations of
human rights due to the lack of adjudicatory jurisdiction.79 Moreover, Australia relies heavily
on the International Organization for Migration (hereinafter ‘the IOM’) to deter unwanted
migrants in the Asia-Pacific region. The IOM in turn relies on the funding it receives from
Australia, which is why Australia’s interests in migration management influences the work of
the IOM. Basically the IOM is enforcing Australia’s migration deterrence strategies, while
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Australia denies responsibility for human rights violations that occur as a consequence.80
Although, state responsibility for the conduct of international agencies is an interesting topic
that has become increasingly relevant in the field of extraterritorial migration control, a further
discussion on the topic is excluded from this thesis.
As the discussion shows, the traditional forms of non-entrée practices have been proven
vulnerable in practice and law. States no longer achieve their aim to deter migrants by relying
on them. Meanwhile states have increasingly enforced cooperation-based practices which have
resulted in what can only be described as creating more grey areas for the protection regime of
refugees. The practices are often disguised as operations that are conducted in the name of
rescue-operations and humanitarian aid, while the true incentive behind them is not purely that,
but also to keep out unwanted migrants.81 What is eminent is that the cooperation-based
mechanisms are utilized to outsource migration control. These practices may have created legal
black-holes that impose a challenge to international refugee law, endanger the existence of it
and frankly the rule of law.
The implied presumption behind these practices lead to question whether the principle of nonrefoulement is applicable extraterritorially also where cooperation-based non-entrée practices
have been enforced – that is to say, when the state enforcing such practices is less involved in
the operations. Moreover, these practices cannot achieve the aim of states if the right to asylum
implies a right to enter state territory or to claim protection extraterritorially. Therefore, the
following chapter will address the extraterritorial application of the principle of non-refoulement
and the right to asylum.
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3 Extraterritorial application of non-refoulement
and the right to asylum
The previous chapters have introduced the state practices of externalizing migration control and
raised the concerns that these practices have from a human rights perspective. Because states
allegedly use externalized migration control mechanisms in part to avoid legal responsibility, it
is of essence to examine the legal framework where refugee rights are realized and especially
whether such rights exist without attachment to national territory.
This chapter examines the extraterritorial application of the principle of non-refoulement, the
definition and status determination of a refugee as well as what the right to asylum entails
together with the principle of non-refoulement. These are important for the discussion of
enforcing externalized migration control mechanisms since there is a close relationship between
the three elements.82 The right to asylum can simply not be realized if there is no access to it.
Questions that are answered under this chapter include: Is the presumption of states right – the
applicability of the principle of non-refoulement and the right to asylum is diminished where
externalized migration control mechanisms are enforced? Does the right to asylum entail a right
to access state territory?

3.1 Non-refoulement
Part of states’ sovereign rights is to have the right to decide who they will allow to enter and
remain in their territory.83 To exercise this right, states have enforced various interception
measures to be able to control the arrival of individuals. These measures were traditionally
enforced within a state’s territory but, as stated previously, have increasingly grown to be used
also outside their own territories, especially for those countries that attract the most migratory
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movements.84 Contrary to what states seem to believe, these extraterritorial interception
measures do not isolate states from their international obligations, but the ambiguous
involvement of states highlight the importance of the principle of non-refoulement.
The principle of non-refoulement is the prominent principle of international refugee law. It is
often referred to as the cornerstone of international refugee protection.85 It can be found in inter
alia Article 33 of the Refugee Convention which reads:
1. No Contracting State shall expel or return (“refouler”) a refugee in any manner
whatsoever to the frontiers of territories where his life or freedom would be threatened on
account of his race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or
political opinion.
2. The benefit of the present provision may not, however, be claimed by a refugee whom
there are reasonable grounds for regarding as a danger to the security of the country in
which he is, or who, having been convicted by a final judgment of a particularly serious
crime, constitutes a danger to the community of that country.86
Most of the rights established in the Refugee Convention are progressively granted based on the
degree of attachment that the refugee has acquired to the state. More specifically, most rights
are reserved for refugees who have entered the territory of the state or otherwise meet the criteria
of some degree of attachment to the state. However, some core rights apply without attachment
to territory.87 Core rights in the Refugee Convention are those rights that are considered as
fundamental for the object and purpose of the treaty. Without question, the right not to be
returned to territories where the life or freedom of an individual is at risk, is a core right
acknowledged by the Convention.88 The object and purpose of refugee law is to provide
substituted protection of human rights to people who no longer benefit from the protection of
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their country of origin. It follows from the Preamble of the Refugee Convention which notes the
particular importance of assuring ‘refugees the widest possible exercise of […] fundamental
rights and freedoms’.89 This object and purpose of the Refugee Convention has been analyzed
and accepted by many.90
The principle of non-refoulement also has the status of a non-derogable norm of customary
international law.91 While first developed in the framework of international refugee law, it has
since been adopted and further developed under international and regional human rights law.92
Although the principle is found in international human rights law as well as in refugee law, it is
not the identical in both. The principle is a component in for instance Article 3 of the United
National Convention Against Torture93 (hereinafter ‘the CAT’), Article 3 of the ECHR94, Article
18 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union95 (hereinafter ‘the EU Charter’)
as well as Article 7 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights96 (hereinafter
‘the ICCPR’).
Through the principle of non-refoulement states have a negative obligation to refrain from
returning persons to territories where they may be persecuted with reference to the grounds
stated in Article 33(1) of the Refugee Convention. The principle is of particular importance in
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the context of interception measures that are carried out outside state territories, because, while
many states have mechanisms in place to ensure that the principle is upheld when enforcing
such measures within their territory, the existence of comparable mechanisms are rarely found
or de facto followed in connection with measures that concern extraterritorial interception
methods.97 The mechanisms vary in each country and their sufficiency would need to be
evaluated separately. Overall, the mechanisms can range from including specific references to
the principle of non-refoulement or just refugee law in general. Some countries have dealt with
the obligation by referring all asylum requests to a specific authority, while some use surveys
to identify the persons at risk.98 However, contrary to what some argue, the applicability of the
principle does not dissolve just because states act beyond their borders. The principle of nonrefoulement is applicable also extraterritorially.99
The principle of non-refoulement is the foundation for refugee protection but through
interception measures abroad the protection it guarantees is diminished. The extraterritorial
applicability of it is not unclear, but in practice its realization is endangered by the enforcement
of extraterritorial interception measures. Thus, it seems that in practice states do – to some extent
– achieve their aim to evade responsibility by the enforcement of externalized migration control
mechanisms. Because of this, the following will assess the legal rules that govern the recognition
of a refugee and the right to asylum extraterritorially. It shows that because of externalized
migration control mechanisms refugee rights are not realized as intended, especially because
either refugees status is not recognized or the possibility to claim asylum is reduced.

3.2 Extraterritorial refugee status and the right to asylum
Is the possibility to claim asylum affected by the enforcement of extraterritorial migration
control mechanisms? Answering the question negatively undermines the idea of why
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externalized migration control mechanisms are problematic. The effects of externalized
migration control mechanisms would not correlate the aim that states seek by enforcing them,
if refugee status and the right to asylum are not attached to territory or state jurisdiction.
3.2.1 Refugee status
The primary international instruments that govern the definition of a refugee are the already
mentioned 1951 Refugee Convention100 as well as the 1967 United Nations Protocol relating to
the Status of Refugees.101 Many regional agreements have expressly adopted the definition laid
down it the Refugee Convention. Also, domestic law in many countries apply the Convention
definition with direct effect thorough ratification.102 Article 1(A)2 of the Refugee Convention
defines a refugee as any person who:
[O]wing to well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality,
membership of a particular social group or political opinion, is outside the country of his
nationality and is unable or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail himself of the
protection of that country; or who, not having a nationality and being outside the country
of his former habitual residence as a result of such events, is unable or, owing to such fear,
is unwilling to return to it.
The Refugee Convention thus defines refugees in three stages; they are outside their country of
origin or former habitual residence; they are unable or unwilling to enjoy the protection of that
country owing to a well-founded fear of being persecuted; and the persecution feared is based
on one or more of the grounds stated in Article 1(A)2, i.e. race, religion, nationality, membership
of a particular social group or political opinion.103
At first glance, the definition of a refugee appears to be limited to time and geography. This
used to be the reality because differences emerged between states during the drafting of the
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Refugee Convention over how to define the scope of the Convention.104 The restrictive view
won, and the Convention was limited to apply only for refugees who acquired their status from
events that had occurred in Europe before 1 January 1951. The limitation to geography and time
was later amended by the 1967 Protocol. Article 1(2) of the Protocol states:
For the purpose of the present Protocol, the term “refugee” shall, except as regards the
application of paragraph 3 of this article, mean any person within the definition of article
1 of the Convention as if the words “As a result of events occurring before 1 January 1951
and ...” “and the words”... “a result of such events”, in article 1 A (2) were omitted.
Thus, through the 1967 Protocol the Refugee Convention acquired a broader scope of
application for refugees seeking protection in States parties to the Protocol. Most states are
parties to both the Refugee Convention and its 1967 Protocol, but some have only acceded to
one of them.105 Nevertheless, the refugee definition has received critique because of its narrow
application. Even when interpreted broadly the definition excludes persons who are displaced
because of armed conflicts or environmental disasters.106 Where externalized migration control
mechanisms have been enforced the definition of a refugee is not the issue that poses problems,
but rather how and when refugees are recognized i.e. how their status is determined.
Although explicit in the Refugee Convention, it is important to point out that refugee status is
acquired by fulfilling the criteria contained in Article 1(A)2 of the Refugee Convention rather
than through a recognition process.107 Therefore, the process to determine whether a person
fulfills those criteria is not decisive for whether someone is a refugee – it is only a declaration
of the already acquired status. The UNHCR has stated that the ‘[r]ecognition of his refugee
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status does not […] make him a refugee but declares him to be one. He does not become a
refugee because of recognition, but is recognized because he is a refugee’.108 However, in
practice a person is often not officially recognized as a refugee before the recognition process
has declared the refugee claim valid.109 In other words, persons who fulfill the criteria laid down
in the Refugee Convention have rights under international law, but those rights may in practice
be withheld from them until the domestic recognition procedure has affirmed their refugee
status.110
This raises issues especially where externalized migration control mechanisms have been
enforced. Actual refugees in the meaning of the Refugee Convention, may not have access to
the recognition processes and, albeit contrary to international law, their rights as refugees are
never realized because their status as refugees is not recognized. Although refugee status is
strictly based on circumstances and facts, rather than a lengthy recognition process, externalized
migration control mechanisms can restrict the access to such recognition processes and thus
ultimately distort the international obligations that states have in protecting refugees. Especially,
where externalized migration control mechanisms are enforced between non-contracting states
and states parties to the Refugee Convention and/or the Protocol, the refugee status of a person
may not be recognized before a refugee is already pushed back or refused entry in other ways,
and therefore left with increasingly diminished or no protection at all.
Nevertheless, as established before, the principle of non-refoulement is customary international
law, and thus states who are not parties to the Refugee Convention or the 1967 Protocol are not
exempted from its application. The application of the principle itself implies that a refugee must
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be recognized. The UNCHR has declared that:
Every refugee is, initially, also an asylum-seeker; therefore, to protect refugees, asylumseekers must be treated on the assumption that they may be refugees until their status has
been determined. Otherwise, the principle of non-refoulement would not provide effective
protection for refugees, because applicants might be rejected at borders or otherwise
returned to persecution on the grounds that their claim had not been established.111
Thus, international law does require that when a person is claiming asylum, he or she should be
assumed to be a refugee until proven otherwise. However, as externalized migration control
mechanisms usually shift the responsibility to states that are not parties to the Refugee
Convention or its Protocol, or states that do not have the formal procedures in place for
determining refugee status, the legal effect of the provision is diminished. Despite the principle’s
status, some states simply do not have the means or will to carry out formal status determination
processes or to respect the principle of non-refoulement.112 For example, even though Libya is
formally bound to respect the principle of non-refoulement and other refugee rights by its
commitment to the 1969 Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee Problems in
Africa113, the ICCPR and the CAT, it has no functioning asylum system in place and has
repeatedly been pointed at for abuse of refugee rights. 114 While the states that enforce
externalized migration control mechanisms may not intend to allow for human rights violations,
the enforcement of such measures in these circumstances unfortunately increase the likelihood
for that to occur.
Furthermore, since in practice refugee status is often determined by a recognition process, states
have introduced means to expedite the formal procedures where the asylum applications are
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considered as abusive or manifestly unfounded. Rules have been developed to determine the
state of origin, transit or first arrival as safe third countries or simply to decide that the first
country of arrival is responsible for handling an asylum claim.115 The idea behind such expedited
procedures is to reduce the burden of the state where asylum is sought and thus, increase the
assets available to those applicants who have good grounds to be recognized as refugees.116 In
the EU for example there is evidence that the safe third country doctrine allows states to interpret
country situations differently. For example, there was a disagreement between France and
Finland on whether Iraq was a safe country. France did not return Iraqis to Finland because it
considered it to be a violation of the principle of non-refoulement since Finland relied on looser
grounds for returning migrants to Iraq, as it considered parts of Iraq as safe. The ECtHR
concluded in NA v Finland117 that Finland had violated Articles 2 and 3 of the ECHR by relying
on those looser grounds.118 The doctrine entails uncertainty for asylum seekers and refugees,
and the success of getting asylum differ depending on where asylum is sought.
Through the development of expedited procedures, states have diminished the workload of
migration control officials and thus inevitably reduced asylum claims from certain countries and
areas.119 Although the aim here is to expedite status determination, scholars have actually
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recognized that these are mechanisms for deterring migrants from the destination states.120 In
situations where asylum claims from persons arriving from such countries are evaluated, the
assessment for determining whether those claims are valid is often done with minimal adherence
to the factual situation of the person.121 The problem as such is not the enforcement of these
rules but rather the circumstances in which they are realized.
As the determination of refugee status is decisive for a further set of rights, the extraterritorially
acting states must consider protection claims also beyond their borders. The recognition
procedures can be carried out extraterritorially as well. There is no requirement that such
procedures must be formal – ‘pre-screening’ and ‘profiling’ for the purpose of status
determination is sufficient, as long as the status is recognized in so far that the refugee is not
returned unless the claim is determined as invalid.122 Moreover, it can be drawn from the
ECtHR’s reasoning in Amuur v France123 that states cannot claim that they do not have
jurisdiction over asylum claims in a specific territory while still continuing to assume sovereign
powers for other purposes in the same territory.124 Thus, status determination must be carried
out also extraterritorially when such claims are directed to state authorities who exercise
effective control.125
To conclude, status determination procedures affect the possibility for refugees to be
recognized. Although international law requires that asylum seekers are assumed to be refugees,
in practice, the status is affirmed through determination procedures. Access to those procedures
is diminished by enforcing migration control mechanisms extraterritorially. Although states can
enforce status determination procedures also extraterritorially, the externalized migration
control mechanisms may lead to situations where refugees cannot access such procedures and
thus their rights are not realized. Therefore, the obstacles to status determination threaten the
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object and purpose of refugee protection. So far, states still seem to achieve their aim by
enforcing these externalized control mechanisms.
Because of these findings it is necessary to address whether there is an international right to
asylum, which can protect refugees in these extraterritorial settings. The following will address
that and question whether such a right implies a right to enter state territories.
3.2.2 The right to asylum – right to enter state territory?
There is no internationally binding treaty that recognizes a substantial right to asylum.126 Thus,
the right to asylum is left within the discretion of states. This is the outcome of a restrictive
approach that states took in implementing the notion of asylum. It is also one that relates to the
core issue in this thesis – states have strategically decided not to recognize a universal right to
asylum as a substantial right to enter a state’s territory. The outcome of this is restricted access
for refugees to destination states. International law does, however, recognize a procedural right
to seek and enjoy asylum.127 The meaning of the right must be explored in order to examine the
effects that externalized migration control mechanisms have on the legal possibilities to enjoy
it.
Within international law the right to seek and enjoy asylum is found in Article 14(1) of the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights128 (hereinafter ‘the UDHR’), which states that
‘everyone has the right to seek and to enjoy in other countries asylum from persecution’.129 The
UDHR is considered as particularly influential in the development of international law. It is not
a treaty with legally binding force, although it reflects general principles of international law
and has acquired the status of reflecting customary international law.130 The drafting process of
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Article 14(1) of the UDHR clearly displays the tension that exists between state sovereignty and
the right to asylum as an international obligation of sovereign states. The Commission on
Human Rights originally proposed that the text would be phrased as ‘everyone has the right to
seek and be granted, in other countries, asylum from persecution’.131 However, the right was
not accepted as such into the UDHR. Evidently, states supported the restrictive text, because it
did not impose a legal obligation for states to grant asylum, which they argued was within the
sovereign right of each state to decide by themselves.132 The UK delegation even argued that if
the UDHR was to include a substantial right to asylum it could have negative effects for
individuals, because it would encourage states to persecute undesirable persons. Essentially, it
would result in a situation where states would persecute unwanted individuals to encourage
them to pursue the right to asylum in other countries.133 Thus, they argued that by including a
substantial right to asylum, it would mean an increase in the amount of persecuted people.
Ultimately the tension between state interests and human rights resulted in the outcome of the
vague right provided in Article 14(1) of the UDHR.
However, Article 14(1) has been criticized because it only reiterates the existing obligations and
rights that states and individuals have under international law, namely the right for individuals
vis-à-vis their home state or state of habitual residence to seek and enjoy asylum in other
countries, while the host state has to respect the principle of non-refoulement. However, the
provision knowingly lacks a duty for states to provide effective protection, because it does not
include an obligation for states to grant asylum, it only binds other states to respect the right to
seek asylum and enjoy it when it has been granted.134 The right contained in Article 14(1)
basically seems to be just a positive formulation of the principle of non-refoulement and neither
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the principle nor the right contained in Article 14(1) provide an explicit right to enter a state’s
territory.135
Because there is no binding treaty to lean on, customary international law must be examined in
this context. Some might argue that the absence of a binding norm to grant asylum seems to
have been overcome by state practice. Although not required by the Refugee Convention or any
other international treaty, several countries in fact grant asylum to persons whom they consider
as refugees within the meaning of international refugee law. However, customary international
law confirms that there is no international right to asylum as a right to enter state territory,
because there is no consistent state practice or opinio juris on such a right.136 Actually, the
opinion juris is quite the contrary, as has already been revealed in the previous chapters of this
thesis.
Article 14 of the UDHR does apply where externalized migration control mechanisms have been
enforced however, the outcome of enforcing these mechanisms cannot be legally challenged
with reference to Article 14 or international customary law. Since Article 14 can only be relied
upon when asylum has already been granted and vis-à-vis the state having jurisdiction, it is
implied that it cannot be invoked where access to asylum has been restricted through
externalized migration control mechanisms. Also keeping in mind its unbinding nature, the
refugee aspiring to seek and enjoy asylum is left largely to rely on the Refugee Convention
instead. So, although the right to seek and enjoy asylum reflects customary international law,
the right itself does not expand the possibility for individuals to claim asylum.
Furthermore, the Refugee Convention is silent on the requirements for admitting refugees to the
territories of potential asylum states. Simply put the Convention leaves admission procedures
within the discretion of each state.137 Article 33 of the Refugee Convention only states that ‘[n]o
Contracting State shall expel or return […] a refugee’, but it does not require states to allow for
refugees to enter the state. The Refugee Convention also does not provide an explicit right to
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asylum. However, it does commit states to act in ways that do not infringe on the right not to be
returned to areas where an individual’s life or freedom is at risk.138 Although the Refugee
Convention does impose obligations on state parties to protect refugees, even when their status
has yet to be recognized through national procedures, the explicit means do not require
permitting entry into state territory.139 In order to fully comply with the principle of nonrefoulment states are often forced to take actions that initiate jurisdiction when the person
claiming international protection is encountered at the border. The same pressure does not apply
where externalized migration control mechanisms have been enforced, because the state which
has enforced them may not itself be legally responsible to provide protection – especially not
when a jurisdictional link cannot be established.
Because the Refugee Convention does not regulate entry procedures the applicability of it is
dependent on the state either allowing for the refugee to enter its territory, the state taking actions
that awaken jurisdiction for it or for the refugee to enter the territory unlawfully and thus gain
access to better protection. Important to point out in this context, is that refugees who enter
states unlawfully are protected from criminal procedures based on illegal entry. The Refugee
Convention includes an explicit obligation which provides that once the refugee has entered a
state’s territory unlawfully, he or she is protected by Article 31(1) of the Refugee Convention
and cannot be penalized for entering unlawfully.140
Only unsuccessful attempts towards a universal right to asylum have been made since the
UDHR. The development of a right to asylum has continued through regional initiatives, even
though it is questionable if these have in fact extended the protection regime.141 At first glance,
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the EU Charter seems to provide a right to asylum in its Article 18, which states:
The right to asylum shall be guaranteed with due respect for the rules of the Geneva
Convention of 28 July 1951 and the Protocol of 31 January 1967 relating to the status of
refugees and in accordance with the Treaty on European Union and the Treaty on the
Functioning of the European Union […].142
However, by reference to the Preamble of the EU Charter, the purpose of it is not to create new
rights or obligations, but rather to reaffirm existing ones.143 The intention of Article 18 of the
EU Charter is therefore comparable to all the above examined legal norms. It reiterates the
existing rights and obligations and only guarantees a procedural right to seek and enjoy asylum
rather than a substantial right to asylum.144 Thus, the EU Charter does not provide a more
extensive right to asylum within the EU than what is recognized by international law. Likewise,
the African and the American regional settings only recognize the rights and obligations as
already established by international law.145
As the discussion shows neither the Refugee Convention nor any other international or
regional146 obligation provide a right to asylum as a right to enter a state’s territory. Thus, the
mechanisms achieve the aim of states as far as access to territory is concerned.
Although it seems that no international instruments impose a duty for states to grant asylum or
allow for refugees to enter, one interpretation could rebut this assumption. The right to seek
asylum in conjunction with the right to freedom of movement found, inter alia, in Articles 13
of the UDHR and 12 of the ICCPR, suggests an obligation for states to respect the right to leave
one's country for the purpose of seeking protection.147 Through this interpretation, it can be
argued that states are acting contrary to the requirement provided by the 1969 Vienna
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Convention on the Law of Treaties148 of implementing treaty obligations in good faith.149
Therefore, although this has not been affirmed by international jurisprudence, the construction
of strategies that prevent the enjoyment of these rights could possibly be considered as a breach
of state obligations.
To conclude, although there is extensive state practice to grant asylum states are at the same
time unambiguously showing that no obligation to grant asylum exists. Because ‘the
humanitarian practice exists, but the sense of obligation is missing’ the right to asylum as a right
to enter has not acquired the status of customary international law.150 Because the right to seek
and enjoy asylum is a procedural right, which can only be invoked after asylum has been
granted, it cannot be effectively relied upon for protection in extraterritorial settings of migration
control. The connection between the international obligation for states to refrain from
refoulement and the right for persons to seek and enjoy asylum is arguably inadequate. Simply
put, a person cannot be returned if they never gain access.
However, refugee status must be assumed where a person claims it. It can be looked over only
after the claim has been determined as invalid. But what if the claim can never be addressed to
an official with capacities to provide protection? Something that is likely to occur as a
consequence of the enforcement of externalized migration control mechanisms. International
law fails to protect refugees in those circumstances because the practices cannot be challenged
with reference to a right to asylum and states cannot be accused of breaching the principle of
non-refoulement unless some level of attachment is met. Rights of refugees are thus, at large
left in the hands of states that are not as invested in enforcing refugee protection as the developed
or powerful states seemingly are.
The rules that govern the right to asylum and status determination of refugees correlate with the
aim that states seek by the enforcement of externalized migration control mechanism. By
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externalizing the migration control to other states’ territories or territories of terra nullius states
may with reference to the rules discussed above, avoid the responsibilities that follow from
refugee claims. But can the understanding that states do not incur responsibilities be challenged
when some level of attachment between the state and the individual is established? The
following chapter questions whether the presumption of states is accurate – states are less likely
to be responsible for human rights obligations outside state territories. To assess this, it is
necessary to link state responsibility with the principle of non-refoulement in situations where
states act extraterritorially. The link has been made through seeking guidance in the approach
of international human rights law and by applying the public international law principles of
jurisdiction.151 The following chapter will therefore discuss the possibility to challenge states’
presumption of non-responsibility in extraterritorial situations especially through the rules on
extraterritorial state jurisdiction.
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4 Challenging the presumption of states through the
rules on extraterritorial jurisdiction
The previous chapter established that although the principle of non-refoulement applies
extraterritorially international law lacks guarantees to determine refugee status and the right to
asylum extraterritorially as these do not assure a right to enter a state’s territory and they are
largely left within the discretion of states. Since, the externalized practices are more likely to
cause situations where it is difficult to establish state responsibility for violations of individuals’
human rights, the question remains whether states succeed in their aim by enforcing the
cooperation-based practices. Especially where the involvement of the developed state is more
indirect, it might be difficult to exceed the threshold required by international law for
responsibility to apply. This chapter will deal with the legal framework to establish state
responsibility where externalized migration control mechanisms have been enforced. The legal
question to deal with is when, if ever, do extraterritorial jurisdiction and state responsibility
apply if externalized migration control mechanisms have been enforced.
This part will conclude that although externalized migration control mechanisms are
problematic from an international refugee law point of view, they cannot currently be effectively
challenged by international law – unless a broader interpretation of the notion of state
jurisdiction is adopted.

4.1 Extraterritorial jurisdiction
According to international human rights law rights are owed to anyone ‘within’ or ‘subject to’
the jurisdiction of a state.152 Different treaties obviously provide different scopes of application,
but generally human rights treaties tend to apply where states exercise jurisdiction. For example,
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the CAT must be respected when persons are ‘in any territory under [a state’s] jurisdiction’153,
the ICCPR applies to persons ‘within its territory and subject to its jurisdiction’154, the American
Convention on Human Right ensures ‘to […] all persons subject to [state parties’] jurisdiction
the free and full exercise of […] rights and freedoms’155 and the ECHR similarly secures rights
to ‘everyone within [a state party’s] jurisdiction’.156 The same view of applicability based on
jurisdiction is also supported by soft law157 and prominent state practice158 although some states
have presented distinguished views.159 Nevertheless, some treaties – including the Refugee
Convention – are silent on the general scope of their application.160 The apparent dilemma
occurring in the context of externalized migration control mechanisms is that refugees in need
of protection are strategically placed outside the jurisdiction of the state that they are trying to
seek protection from. Simply put, because state jurisdiction traditionally is a prerequisite for the
responsibility to protect human rights, states are seeking to transfer jurisdiction to other states
or to territories of terra nullius.161
The threshold for acquiring jurisdiction must be evaluated because it is generally accepted that
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states have obligations vis-à-vis right holders when they exercise jurisdiction over them. In fact,
the fundamental function of establishing jurisdiction under general human rights law is to
establish whether a state is bound to respect human rights obligations in a specific case.162
Moreover, establishing extraterritorial jurisdiction in situations where human rights are
concerned is motivated by the desire to avoid creating double standards: something that a state
is not allowed to do in its own territory, it should also not be allowed to do in another state’s
territory.163
The International Court of Justice (hereinafter ‘the ICJ’) held already in Namibia164 that:
‘Physical control of a territory, and not sovereignty or legitimacy of title, is the basis for state
liability for acts affecting other states’.165 The UN Human Rights Committee (hereinafter
‘HRC’) and the ICJ have both later concluded that according to general human rights law
extraterritorial jurisdiction can be established through effective control over territories or
individuals regardless of whether that control is lawful or not.166 The HRC clarifies the scope of
application of the ICCPR as follows:
[A] State party must respect and ensure the rights laid down in the Covenant to anyone
within the power or effective control of that State Party, even if not situated within the
territory of the State Party. […] This principle also applies to those within the power or
effective control of the forces of a State Party acting outside its territory, regardless of the
circumstances in which such power or effective control was obtained […].167
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Keeping these considerations in mind, the same logic should be extended to the Refugee
Convention, since refugee law is a subset of public international law.168 The drafters to the
Refugee Convention did not intend to create obligations for states outside their territories unless
they chose to act extraterritorially. But, the language of the Refugee Convention shows that it is
not only applicable in situations where refugees are physically present in states, although most
of the rights are prompted only after access to territory.169As stated previously, some core rights
apply without a higher level of attachment. The UNHCR has also been clear on expressing that
the principle of non-refoulement applies wherever states act:
Since the purpose of the principle of non-refoulement is to ensure that refugees are
protected against forcible return to situations of danger it applies both within a State's
territory and to rejection at its borders. It also applies outside the territory of States. In
essence, it is applicable wherever States act.170
The view of the UNHCR does not necessarily mean that the responsibility to protect refugees is
linked exclusively to jurisdiction, although actions taken by states may very well mean that they
have acquired jurisdiction – at least on some level. But is it possible that actions of states do not
amount to such that they result in jurisdiction for the state? This is especially likely where
cooperation-based externalized migration control mechanisms have been enforced through
proxy or by the provision of aid and assistance. Thus, it is necessary to assess what the required
link for protection and responsibility is in the context of externalized migration control.
International law has developed and established rules that govern extraterritorial state
jurisdiction in situations where states are exercising control over territories or individuals.171
The development in law indicates that jurisdiction based on the exercise of public powers is
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emerging as a third way to acquire state jurisdiction.172 The rules on jurisdiction are still under
evolution and for the sake of extraterritorial application, this thesis argues that a contemporary
understanding of jurisdiction needs to be adopted to provide a comprehensive protection regime
for refugees.
The following will discuss jurisdictional issues related to externalized migration control
mechanisms. The discussion is divided into four categories. The first concerns situations where
states exercise effective control over foreign territories, the second examines state jurisdiction
in situations where states act in territories of terra nullius and the third deals with state
jurisdiction when states exercise control over individuals within the territories of foreign states.
The last category is focused on discussing state jurisdiction when the state is exercising public
powers in another state. Jurisdiction based on exercising public powers abroad is most likely to
challenge effectively the presumption of states that they can escape responsibilities by the
enforcement of cooperation-based externalized migration control mechanisms. This is
especially true when the actions of states do not amount to effective control over territory or
individuals. These categories are discussed because although the legal principles relevant to
them are intertwined, each category has different potential to challenge the presumption of states
that responsibility can be avoided by the enforcement of externalized migration control
mechanisms.
4.1.1 Effective control over foreign territory
States primarily have de jure and de facto jurisdictional competence within their territory.173
Although states have claimed international zones within their territories, and thus claimed that
they have no jurisdiction in specific areas, international case law confirms that jurisdiction is
primarily territorial and absconding territorial jurisdiction is exceptional.174 But, in situations
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where an individual is under the control of a state while present in another state’s territory, the
state which is exercising control may not have a valid claim to de jure jurisdiction, although it
might be exercising de facto jurisdiction.175 This follows from the same principle that
jurisdiction is primarily territorial i.e. the state in which the person is present is presumed to
exercise jurisdiction. However, states may in fact exercise effective jurisdiction over foreign
territories through de facto control but without de jure authorization. Such circumstances have
to date mostly been recognized only in situations of military occupation.176 In its Wall177
Advisory Opinion the ICJ affirms that human rights obligations apply to:
[A]ll conduct by the State party’s authorities or agents in [the occupied] territories that
affect the enjoyment of rights […] and fall within the ambit of State responsibility of [the
state party] under the principles of public international law.178
The ECtHR also concludes in Cyprus v Turkey179 that the exercise of ‘effective overall control’
over a foreign territory extends the obligation of that state to secure all substantive rights of the
ECHR there, and violations of such rights are imputable to the state that has ‘effective overall
control’.180 Thus, the actions taken in such areas are not themselves decisive for finding
jurisdiction, but jurisdiction follows rather from the effective control of the territory itself.
However, situations where states exercise effective control over foreign territory, is less relevant
for the purpose of extraterritorial migration control. Bearing in mind that externalized migration
control mechanisms are supposedly being placed in motion by states to circumvent human rights
obligations, this method of taking effective control of foreign territories is certainly not
supportive of this goal, as it entails the responsibility of the state effectively in control of foreign
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territory. The migration control practices discussed in chapter 2 also show that states do not
typically take over the control of foreign territories, but rather cooperate with third states through
less means of control. Enforcing externalized migration control mechanisms in a way where the
controlling state would effectively take over control of a foreign territory is therefore doubtful,
because it would undermine one of the main purposes to why states are enforcing externalized
migration control.
The following subchapters are therefore of greater relevance for the purpose of this thesis, where
the focus is on situations where states do not exercise effective control over territory but rather
over individuals. The potential for challenging externalized migration control mechanisms
through establishing control over individuals is likely to be much more effective than that of
territorial control.
4.1.2 Jurisdiction over individuals in territories of terra nullius
Since the core rights of the Refugee Convention apply without attachment to territory or a higher
level of attachment to the state, situations where states are exercising de facto jurisdiction over
individuals – in this case refugees – beyond their territories, need special attention. In situations
where such control is exercised in territories of terra nullius it has been established that for the
purpose of protecting human rights, states cannot escape responsibility just because they do not
have a lawful right to claim control over a specific territory.181 It would simply be inconsistent
with the purpose of human rights law if states could inflict harm in situations where they exercise
control over individuals, but that control is not legally justified because the presumption of
jurisdiction is primarily territorial.182 The UNHCR confirms that the applicability of the nonrefoulement principle is not limited to individuals present in the territory of a State Party or
under de jure control of that State, but extends to circumstances where by ‘effective authority
and control’, states exercise ‘effective jurisdiction’.183 This view is also confirmed through case
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law of the prominent Courts, although on a regional level the United States Supreme Court has
generated some confusion in this regard.184
In Medvedyev and Others v France185 the ECtHR had to decide whether French authorities
exercised jurisdiction over a merchant ship intercepted in the high seas. French authorities had
stopped a Cambodian vessel in the high seas because they suspected it was involved in drug
smuggling. The persons suspected of smuggling were retained on board the vessel while it was
escorted to France. The applicants alleged that they were arbitrarily deprived of their liberty
after the French authorities boarded the ship.186 In its decision, the ECtHR sitting as a Grand
Chamber reiterated the view which it had already taken in the previous case of Banković and
Others v Belgium and Others187 i.e. that extraterritorial jurisdiction is exceptional.188 However,
the ECtHR concluded in Medvedyev that operating in the high seas does not create a lawless
situation, and it may invite the jurisdiction of the state that operates there.189 The Court
concluded that ‘the applicants were effectively within France’s jurisdiction’ because France
‘exercised full and exclusive control over the [merchant ship] and its crew, at least de facto,
from the time of its interception, in a continuous and uninterrupted manner […], until they were
tried in France’.190
The case is remarkable for externalized migration control mechanisms because it established
the view of the ECtHR that the conditions to acquire state jurisdiction do not necessarily have
to amount to de jure control. The applicants were under the control of the French authorities
because they were under their exclusive guard while confined in their cabins.191 The Court
recognized that in the instant case there was a gap in the legal bases for the interception, but it
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expanded state jurisdiction to apply through what has been called a ‘functional approach’.192
The functional approach to jurisdiction is focused on whether a state exercises power over the
individuals under specific circumstances rather than using a general test of territorial or
individual control.193 According to the ECtHR the relevant factors to consider are whether the
state exercises power and control over individuals, and the assumption of such control is
especially strong where the use of force is involved.194
The ECtHR had the opportunity to address another situation of extraterritorial state actions in
the high seas in its landmark ruling in the case of Hirsi Jamaa.195 As a contrast to the facts in
Medvedyev, the course of events in Hirsi Jamaa convinced the Court to find also de jure
jurisdiction for Italy because the migrants were transferred from their vessels to Italian military
ships.196 The Court established that because of the transfer to Italian ships, the migrants were
effectively under the exclusive jurisdiction of Italy according to the flag ship principle.197
However, the Court again emphasized with reference to previous cases that such conclusion was
exceptional since jurisdiction is essentially territorial:
In keeping with the essentially territorial notion of jurisdiction, the Court has accepted
only in exceptional cases that acts of the Contracting States performed, or producing
effects, outside their territories can constitute an exercise of jurisdiction by them within
the meaning of Article 1 of the Convention.198
The Court found that Italy had violated its human rights obligations because it exercised de jure
and de facto control over individuals although it operated in the high seas.199 Italy returned the
migrants to Libya without assessing their need for international protection because it claimed
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that the 2008 Friendship Pact between Italy and Libya guaranteed that Libya would not treat the
applicants contrary to Article 3 of the ECHR.200 However the Court did not accept this argument
as Libya had on several occasion been recognized as failing to protect refugees due to a lack of
asylum procedures and the authorities’ unwillingness to recognize refugee status.201 The fact
that Italy described the events as rescue-operations did not circumvent the Court’s view that
Italy was responsible for ensuring that the applicants would not be subjected to indirect
refoulement.202 Moreover, the Court expanded the application of Article 4 of Protocol No 4 on
the prohibition of collective expulsion of aliens. The ECtHR concluded that:
[W]hile the notion of “jurisdiction” is principally territorial and is presumed to be
exercised on the national territory of States […], the notion of expulsion is also principally
territorial in the sense that expulsions are most often conducted from national territory.
Where, however, as in the instant case, the Court has found that a Contracting State has,
exceptionally, exercised its jurisdiction outside its national territory, it does not see any
obstacle to accepting that the exercise of extraterritorial jurisdiction by that State took the
form of collective expulsion. To conclude otherwise, and to afford that last notion a strictly
territorial scope, would result in a discrepancy between the scope of application of the
Convention as such and that of Article 4 of Protocol No. 4, which would go against the
principle that the Convention must be interpreted as a whole.203
Through this statement the Court extended the geographical application of collective expulsion
from state territories to territories outside national territories if the state exercises jurisdiction
there. A welcome extension in the context of externalized migration control mechanisms, since
their effect could also violate the prohibition of collective expulsion. Likewise, through this
statement the Court recognized the issues that extraterritorial migration control brings with
them, and such practices will subsequently be determined also with extraterritorial collective
expulsion in mind.
However, the case of Hirsi Jamaa concerns a situation where Italy – a State Party to the ECHR
– had effective control over the individuals and took actions that affected those individuals’
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possibility to enjoy their rights. As shown previously, externalized migration control
mechanisms are increasingly enforced through cooperation with third states and thus the level
of attachment to the enforcing state is diminished. Although the ruling of Hirsi Jamaa is
important and expands the protection for refugees, it leaves room for interpretation. The ECtHR
does not make it clear how far the reasoning can be applied. The Court does not stipulate on the
different kinds of state actions that can engage jurisdiction as well as the level of intensity
required to satisfy the notion of effective control for the ECHR to apply.204 Nevertheless, the
Court’s previous case law can provide guidance to evaluate the required intensity for effective
control.205 In this context den Heijer gives an example and questions whether a refusal to rescue
a sinking ship is enough to find the victims to be within the jurisdiction of the refusing state in
line with the meaning of Article 1 of the ECHR. Such actions are undeniably prohibited by
international maritime law, but the case law of the ECtHR gives two possible answers to the
question.206 First in Hirsi Jamaa the Court refers to the case of Banković where the principle is
interpreted narrowly because control is not effective when ‘only an instantaneous extraterritorial act is in issue’.207 Then the Court refers to Al-Skeini208 where a broad approach is
endorsed because the Court concludes that a state exercises jurisdiction ‘whenever the State,
through its agents, exercises control and authority over an individual’.209 According to den
Heijer the narrow approach would lead to a conclusion where states would not acquire
jurisdiction through the refusal to rescue a sinking ship, while the broader approach has the
opposite effect.210 The case law of the ECtHR thus leaves room for interpretation but makes it
clear that the ECtHR’s approach will depend on the facts of each case. The Court clearly
promotes a functional approach to determine whether a state exercises jurisdiction over
individuals.
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Finally, perhaps Italy’s jurisdiction was so obvious, that the ECtHR did not feel the need to take
a more reasoned position on the general conditions to exceed the threshold for the application
of Article 1 of the ECHR. Also, because the case concerned an operation carried out exclusively
by Italy, there was no need to address the possibility of concurring jurisdiction.211
The position of the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (hereinafter the ‘IACHR’) is
in line with that of the ECtHR. Already in 1999, the Court decided similarly in Brothers to the
Rescue212 that even though Cuba did not have de jure control over the high seas or international
airspace, it did exercise jurisdiction when Cuban military aircrafts shot down two civilian
airplanes, which resulted in the death of several civilians. The Court referred to decisions of
other courts and argued that the reach of state jurisdiction applies to ‘all […] persons under [the
state’s] actual authority and responsibility’.213 The IACHR concluded that:
‘[T]he victims died as a consequence of direct actions taken by agents of the Cuban State
in international airspace. [… W]hen agents of a state, whether military or civilian,
exercise power and authority over persons outside national territory, the state's obligation
to respect human rights continues […].214
However, although the international community largely today agree that de facto control in
territories of terra nullius indicate responsibility, the United States has objected to this view on
many occasions.215 Nevertheless a persistent objector does not make the legal norm any less
valid. Although non-refoulement is customary international law its applicability follows from
binding legal sources as well – sources to which the United States is also a contracting party.216
A wrongful interpretation of a legal norm does not make the interpretation valid.
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The case law shows that establishing extraterritorial jurisdiction over individuals in territories
of terra nullius is dependent on the specific circumstances of each case. The emphasis is not on
the threshold of effective control over persons or territory but is instead on the power and
authority that the state is exercising de facto while acting extraterritorially. The relationship
between the state and the individual is the foundation for jurisdiction and it seems that
jurisdiction is more likely to rely on the merits of the case than on the test of acquiring effective
control and thus jurisdiction.217 The presumption that states have jurisdiction when they act
extraterritorially in areas of terra nullius is therefore strong. Consequently, states seeking to
avoid responsibility for protecting refugees through extraterritorial migration control
mechanisms, seem unlikely to succeed when the mechanisms shift the geographical point of
state control to territories of terra nullius and the state itself is involved in the actions taken
there. As to the cooperation-based mechanisms presented in chapter 2 it can surely be agreed
that joint operations enforced in territories of terra nullius are likely to be challenged on this
basis if the state actions amount to control over individuals. States cannot assume their
responsibilities are nullified when operations are enforced in territories of terra nullius if the
actions are attributable to the state that is enforcing them.
However, the case law shows that jurisdiction requires a link between the extraterritorially
acting state and the individual. Instantaneous acts are left outside the scope of application.
Therefore, the real danger is that states will seek to completely outsource the extraterritorial acts
to third states’ agents and thus avoid activating jurisdiction for themselves. It is unlikely that a
jurisdictional link could be established, on the grounds discussed above, for the state that has
through a diplomatic agreement with another, outsourced its migration control so that the latter
is effectively in control of migrants in territories of terra nullius. Therefore, externalized
migration control mechanisms that are implemented through delegation are difficult to challenge
purely based on effective control over individuals.
The following subchapter will move on to discuss how jurisdiction over individuals in foreign
territories can be established. It will show that the assumption of primarily territorial jurisdiction
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is even stronger when individuals are present within third state territories as opposed to
territories of terra nullius.
4.1.3 Jurisdiction over individuals present in foreign territories
The third situation to consider concerns circumstances where extraterritorial jurisdiction is
established over persons who are present in another state’s territory. Largely the same rules
apply as those presented under jurisdiction over individuals present in territories of terra nullius.
However, since the presumption is that states primarily have jurisdiction in their own territories,
the threshold to establish jurisdiction for a state that acts extraterritorially is likely to be higher.
The following case law demonstrates that it is even more difficult to establish a jurisdictional
link between the individuals present in foreign territories and the state that is acting
extraterritorially, unless that state is exercising complete physical control over the individual.
In the case of Marine I218 the Committee Against Torture had to decide whether Spain exercised
jurisdiction over migrants of Asian and African origin during and after a rescue operation at sea.
The facts of the case concerned a capsized cargo vessel carrying 369 migrants in the high seas
outside West Africa. After negotiating with Mauritania and Senegal, Spanish authorities
boarded the vessel to provide health care for those in need and ultimately towed the vessel to
Mauritania where the migrants were detained.219 Spain and Mauritania negotiated a diplomatic
agreement under which Spain had the authority to control the migrants. The Committee
concluded that:
[J]urisdiction must also include situations where a State party exercises, directly or
indirectly, de facto or de jure control over persons in detention […]. In the present case,
the Committee observes that [Spain] maintained control over all persons on board the
Marine I from the time the vessel was rescued and throughout the identification and
repatriation process that took place at Nouadhibou. In particular, [Spain] exercised, by
virtue of a diplomatic agreement concluded with Mauritania, constant de facto control
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over the alleged victims during their detention in Nouadhibou. Consequently, the
Committee considers that the alleged victims are subject to Spanish jurisdiction […].220
The conclusion of the Committee is not surprising as Spain was in fact directly exercising
effective control over the migrants both while the vessel was towed and when the persons were
detained in Mauritania. The control was based on an agreement between the territorial state and
the state that was acting extraterritorially, which made it unnecessary to question whether
Mauritania or any other state would have acquired the responsibility to protect the individuals.
Fundamentally, for the purpose of externalized migration control mechanisms, it is clear that
extraterritorial detention-like conditions will amount to jurisdiction for the state that exercises
effective control over the individuals.
Yet, situations that are as clear as those in Marine I are becoming less common in the context
of externalized migration control practices. As stated previously, states have for example
deployed officers to third state territories to advise and support national authorities that carry
out migration control. These officials are formally emphasized as not carrying out migration
control tasks and thus they are not likely to fulfill the high threshold of exercising effective
control over individuals – although in practice they often have extended capacities.221
In the already mentioned case of Banković222 the ECtHR created some confusion to the
application of extraterritorial jurisdiction.223 The case concerned the responsibility of the State
Parties to the ECHR for the bombing of a Serbian radio station in Yugoslavia, despite the fact
that NATO conducted the bombing. The killed civilians were thus present in another state than
those states alleged to be responsible for the deaths. Therefore, the ECtHR had to decide on
whether the impact of state actions could result in violations of the ECHR even if the state did
not exercise de jure or even de facto territorial or personal jurisdiction. The ECtHR found the
case inadmissible because the NATO states did not have de facto jurisdiction over the killed
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civilians by virtue of authorizing the bombing of Yugoslavia.224 The Court came to the
conclusion through examining the concept of jurisdiction as it is enshrined in general
international law rather than human rights law:
As to the “ordinary meaning” of [jurisdiction], the Court is satisfied that, from the
standpoint of public international law, the jurisdictional competence of a State is primarily
territorial. While international law does not exclude a State’s exercise of jurisdiction extraterritorially, the suggested bases of such jurisdiction […] are, as a general rule, defined
and limited by the sovereign territorial rights of the other relevant States […].
[…] A State may not actually exercise jurisdiction on the territory of another without the
latter’s consent, invitation or acquiescence, unless the former is an occupying State in
which case it can be found to exercise jurisdiction in that territory, at least in certain
respects […].
The Court is of the view […] that Article 1 of the Convention must be considered to reflect
this ordinary and essentially territorial notion of jurisdiction, other bases of jurisdiction
being exceptional and requiring special justification in the particular circumstances of
each case.225
The ruling has been criticized because it resulted in an interpretation of human rights law that
can be considered as inconsistent with the purpose of it. It has been argued that the ECtHR failed
to acknowledge that the notion of jurisdiction in human rights law is broader compared to public
international law, where the lawfulness of an action is decisive for establishing jurisdiction.226
Some scholars agree that it is necessary to consider the framework of general international law
while some argue that international human rights law has developed an autonomous notion of
jurisdiction.227 The critique pointed towards the Banković decision is that because the Court
applied the notion of jurisdiction in general international law, which refers to the sovereign
powers of states to legally legislate, enforce and adjudicate, the Court failed to see the effects it
has on human rights. The Court should instead have distinguished the notion of jurisdiction in
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human rights law, which refers to situations where states have attained lawfully or unlawfully
effective control over territories or individuals, and are consequently bound to respect human
rights obligations.228 In other words, the Court’s ruling in Banković relied on general
international law rules on jurisdiction, which were based on the legal enforcement of actions
rather than actual control over the situation. The absurd conclusion is that, because there was no
legal territorial or personal link between the NATO states and the injured civilians, the Court
could not find responsibility under the ECHR.
Because the Court rejected the cause-and-effect jurisdiction in Banković it seems unlikely – at
least on the personal basis for jurisdiction – that extraterritorial migration control carried out in
territories of other states – by the authorities of that state – would lead to a conclusion where the
sponsoring state has jurisdiction and could be held responsible.
However, the notion of extraterritorial jurisdiction has been developed through subsequent case
law. The Court made it clear in Al-Skeini that while states are acting increasingly outside their
territories, they are exercising jurisdiction in the meaning of international human rights law.229
Al-Skeini will be discussed further below. The IACHR has also confirmed that placing persons
under the control of state authorities, obliges that state to protect their ‘fundamental and nonderogable human rights’.230
The considerations above lead to a conclusion that territorial jurisdiction is not required to
establish jurisdiction over human rights. States may be held accountable for actions taken
outside their national territories when they exercise control or authority over individuals whether
in territories of terra nullius or within a third state’s territories. The case law also confirms that
control can be indirect and will be assessed through the factual circumstances of each case.
These international rules on jurisdiction over individuals can therefore be of great relevance to
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challenge the view of states’ that practices of externalized migration control mechanisms can
insulate them from the responsibility to protect migrants.
Although these rules are likely to apply on many occasions, there are situations where the
territorial or even the personal control approach will not be enough. This is especially true where
externalized migration control mechanisms are enforced through sponsoring a home country or
advising the transit country on migration control in a way that effectively stops the journey of
migrants from those countries. Thus, especially when migration control is enforced through
engaging third state authorities acting as a proxy, the reliance on the rules established above will
decrease the likelihood for ensuring protection to refugees. For these situations jurisdiction
cannot be based on individual control because such control is not exercised by the enforcing
state, but rather by the cooperating party. In such circumstances jurisdiction could perhaps be
established through the emerging jurisprudence of jurisdiction based on the exercise of public
powers abroad. The following will discuss this additional form of jurisdiction as a powerful tool
to combat the evolving practices of cooperation-based externalized migration control.
4.1.4 Jurisdiction based on the exercise of public powers abroad
The weaknesses of state jurisdiction on the bases of territorial or personal control have been
acknowledged by many scholars.231 Some have argued that an additional way to establish
jurisdiction has emerged. The model in which many see potential is predicated on finding
jurisdiction based on the exercise of public powers.232 Some argue that this is an additional way
for finding jurisdiction233 while others see its potential as partially replacing the traditional ways
of control over territory or persons.234 The model is elaborated from the case law of the ECtHR
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although it has yet to determine a case solely on the basis of state responsibility stemming from
the exercise of public powers.
In the case of Al-Skeini235 the ECtHR decided whether the death of six Iraqi civilians occurred
under the jurisdiction of the United Kingdom, because it had assumed the responsibility for
security operations in Southern Iraq.236 In the case the Court did not find the United Kingdom
responsible only with reference to control over territory or individuals but also because Britain
exercised public powers in Iraq that are normally exercised by sovereign states. Mainly the
Court found that:
[T]he United Kingdom assumed authority and responsibility for the maintenance of
security in south-east Iraq. In these exceptional circumstances, the Court considers that
the United Kingdom, through its soldiers engaged in security operations in Basra […],
exercised authority and control over individuals killed in the course of such security
operations, so as to establish a jurisdictional link between the deceased and the United
Kingdom for the purposes of Article 1 of the Convention.237
The understanding that acts considered as public powers invite jurisdiction had already been
elaborated in Banković, but – perhaps due to the confusion that had been created in the principles
of jurisdiction after that decision – the Court carefully addressed all the relevant rules again in
Al-Skeini.238 In addition to the traditional territorial or personal jurisdiction the Court confirmed
with reference to its earlier case law that:
[T]he Court has recognised the exercise of extraterritorial jurisdiction by a Contracting
State when, through the consent, invitation or acquiescence of the Government of that
territory, it exercises all or some of the public powers normally to be exercised by that
Government […]. Thus, where, in accordance with custom, treaty or other agreement,
authorities of the Contracting State carry out executive or judicial functions on the
territory of another State, the Contracting State may be responsible for breaches of the
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Convention thereby incurred, as long as the acts in question are attributable to it rather
than to the territorial State […].239
Consequently, the ECtHR argues that jurisdiction can be established through the exercise of
public powers when three elements are met. First, there must be a legal authority established in
‘accordance with custom, treaty or other agreement’ that entitles the extraterritorially acting
state to act within the territory of another state.240 This means that, contrary to personal or
territorial jurisdiction, only lawful presence can entail jurisdiction in this regard. Therefore, the
requirement is not met when a state acts extraterritorially through unlawful invasions.
Cooperation-based externalized migration control mechanisms are likely to surpass the first
threshold quite easily, because the essence of these mechanisms require that an agreement has
been concluded between the state that is acting extraterritorially and the territorial state. As
stipulated previously military occupation is rarely the way for states to enforce extraterritorial
migration control mechanisms. Moreover, the ‘other agreement’ gives the impression that the
threshold is low, and even informal agreements are sufficient to demonstrate that some form of
consent has been given for the extraterritorial act. The facts in the case of Al-Skeini support this
view, since the United Kingdom was in fact exercising public powers on the basis of letters
exchanged between relevant parties, although these letters were later noted in a Security Council
Resolution.241 Thus, also informal agreements between states, such as memorandums of
understanding could – and most likely would – exceed the threshold. The low requirement is
favorable for establishing a jurisdictional link for extraterritorial migration control mechanisms,
since the agreements can be vague and informal, but the intention of cooperation is still eminent.
The second requirement to meet concerns the nature of the powers that are performed. They
must be powers that are normally exercised by sovereign states.242 The definition of what
constitutes public powers is not well established in international law, but considering that
migration control is conceived by states as a sovereign right to determine who to permit entry,
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there should be no doubt to regard acts that affect the migration control of other states as acts
that constitute public powers.243 The Court also notes in Al-Skeini that not only are tasks related
to security or civil administration considered as public powers, but also the exercise of judicial
and executive functions.244 For example in X and Y v Switzerland245 immigrants were refused
entry into Liechtenstein, but the European Commission attributed jurisdiction to Switzerland,
because it was responsible for the legislation of both territories.246 The direct exercise of
executive or judicial functions abroad thus create a strong assumption for extraterritorial
jurisdiction.247
Although the Court does not elaborate in detail what is considers to be within the ambit of public
powers the state practice clearly demonstrates that states consider migration control as an
exclusive sovereign right that signifies public powers.248 Thus, the second requirement should
not to be difficult to overcome where externalized migration control mechanisms affect the
migration control of another state. Especially where officials are deployed to work with the
immigration officers of other states, albeit only to advice and support, their presence and advice
is often considered authoritative. Such control must certainly be considered on a case by case
basis, but if substantive assistance can be identified as the exercise of public powers abroad, it
is also possible to establish jurisdiction and responsibility.249
For an act to meet the requirements of externally exercised public powers, the last prerequisite
to meet is that any infringement of human rights must be attributable to the state acting
extraterritorially rather than the territorial State.250 In Al-Skeini the ECtHR does not elaborate
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on the requirements for attribution. However, the rules on state responsibility give guidance on
the general principles of international law under which breaches of human rights can be
attributable to states. The principles for state responsibility are enshrined in the ARSIWA.251
The ARSIWA itself is a non-binding instrument, but it has been extensively cited and the rules
in it have been argued to express customary international law.252 Article 2 of the ARSIWA
confirms that state responsibility requires that an internationally wrongful act can be attributed
to the state. The state itself is an organ without a conscience or a mind, consisting of collective
actors and unable to function without its representatives. Thus the actions and omissions of the
organs and officials of the state shall be regarded as acts of the state.253 The ILC also makes it
clear in the Commentaries to the ARSIWA that an internationally wrongful act can be
attributable to more than one state at the same time, and that an act or omission of one state can
be attributed to another.254 However, the ILC as well as the leading approach of international
law in general agree that the basic principle of international law is that states are initially
responsible for their own conducts in respect of their own international obligations.255
It is not contested that extraterritorial acts can be attributable to the extraterritorially acting state
when the state has deployed officers that are directly involved in the enforcement of the relevant
public powers. But when states are not directly involved in the enforcement of public powers,
but rather advice and instruct others, Article 8 of the ARSIWA gives guidance on whom to hold
responsible for such conduct. Article 8 of the ARSIWA states:
The conduct of a person or group of persons shall be considered an act of a State under
international law if the person or group of persons is in fact acting on the instructions of,
or under the direction or control of, that State in carrying out the conduct.
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The ICJ has also confirmed that this as accurate.256 Therefore, where externalized migration
control mechanisms are enforced so that a state is instructing other persons in migration control
matters, that direction or control of private actors or authorities of the territorial state fulfill the
necessary requirement of attribution in the meaning of general international law.
The pending case of SS and Others v Italy257 has potential to shine more light to the
understanding of the ECtHR with regards to state responsibility for the exercise of public powers
abroad. On a broader level the facts of the case concern the cooperation between Italy and Libya
where Italy enabled, through provision of equipment and assistance, the coast guard of Libya to
intercept people at sea and bring them back to Libya. The applicants in the case argue that Italy
is responsible for the violations of human rights because it has enforced policy that is a direct
link in the chain of actions, which resulted in a fatal incident in 2017. The view of the applicants
is that jurisdiction should be found on a functional basis, taking the ‘whole operation, its
foreseeable impact and the knowledge of likely consequences’ into account.258 The case will
test whether the Court finds Italy responsible based on the exercise of public powers because,
although Italy was not the state that directly held effective control over the intercepted migrants,
Italy has a substantial role in shaping the migration and border control of Libya through its
provision of equipment and direction.
In general, the ECtHR seems to attach the notion of public powers to the exercise of normative
and legitimate powers attributable to the state. Thus, it can be argued that even when states plan
and implement agreements or policy, the link to find jurisdiction exists already by virtue of that.
Thus, the jurisdictional link can be established through the exercise of public powers even before
possible violations occur. Through jurisdiction based on public powers states may be exercising
effective control by simply enforcing agreements that relate to the public powers of another
sovereign state.259
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Adapting the model to determine jurisdiction based on the exercise of public powers is also in
line with what is generally embraced by international human rights law; human rights
obligations do not end when states cooperate with each other but rather the obligations continue
to bind the states even during such cooperation. Simply put, states are precluded from entering
into agreements which conflict with the obligations they have under human rights law.260
An example that clarifies the benefits of jurisdiction based on public powers concerns the
European Border Intervention Teams established in the EU. According to the legal framework
under which these teams are operating, any responsibilities rest solely on the Member State that
is hosting the operations261 and members of the team have the ‘capacity to perform all tasks and
exercise all powers for border control and return […] under instructions from and, as a general
rule, in the presence of border guards or staff involved in return-related tasks of the host Member
State’.262 Such powers may not necessarily engage the responsibility of another Member State
under the traditional legal framework on jurisdiction, which is based on territorial or personal
control. However, since the officials are in fact exercising public powers, as established above,
the additional way for incurring jurisdiction could surely invoke responsibility for those
extraterritorially acting states as well.
Some scholars have argued that jurisdiction based on public powers is not an additional way for
acquiring jurisdiction. It is rather just an element within the sphere of jurisdiction based on
control over individuals, which extends the possibilities to find jurisdiction under different
factual circumstances.263 However, to establish jurisdiction through the notion of exercising
public powers separately, without attaching it to physical power and control over individuals,
has potential to render many of the harmful extraterritorial state actions as unattractive. States
would simply not be as keen to promote extraterritorial migration control mechanism if such
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actions would be more likely to result in responsibility for them. At a minimum this additional
way of finding jurisdiction would bring with it states’ willingness to make sure that enforcing
such extraterritorial actions do not result in human rights violations.
To conclude, extraterritorial jurisdiction may challenge many of the cooperation-based practices
that states have enforced. This is especially clear in situations where states are exercising
effective control over foreign territory or power and authority over individuals. Moreover,
jurisdiction could also be established based on the exercise of public powers abroad. Because
many of the cooperation-based practices result in the exercise of public powers, this additional
way has potential to render many of the practices unattractive for the states that are enforcing
them. To accept a contemporary understanding of extraterritorial jurisdiction has the potential
to enhance international refugee protection. Externalized migration control and deterrence
policies should surely be carried out in a way that balances state interests, positive outcomes of
externalized migrations control mechanisms and most importantly respects international
guarantees for refugee protection.
Not all situations will however be covered, even though the rules on extraterritorial jurisdiction,
and especially a contemporary understanding of them, may successfully challenge the
presumption of states’ that state responsibility is somehow diminished when acting
extraterritorially. Therefore, the following will discuss shorty the principles of international law
on state responsibility for aiding and assisting.

4.2 State responsibility for aiding and assisting
The previous subchapters argue that state responsibility can be established when states act
extraterritorially and have attained effective control over individuals or territory. Because not
all externalized migration control mechanism amount to such control, the thesis argues that an
additional way to establish jurisdiction, which relies on the exercise of public powers abroad,
has potential to challenge state’s reliance on non-entrée practices. While these are effective and
will probably be enough to challenge states’ reliance on most of the non-entrée practices to
evade responsibility, they cannot challenge those practices that do not amount to jurisdiction.
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This is especially true when a state’s involvement in another state’s migration control is
minimal, like in the case of training officials or providing equipment for migration control
purposes.264 This subchapter will consider shortly how such minimal involvement can be
challenged through international law.
According to established international law states can be held responsible for international
wrongful acts carried out by another state if they aid or assist that state to commit such acts.265
According to Article 16 of the non-binding ARSIWA:
A State which aids or assists another State in the commission of an internationally
wrongful act by the latter is internationally responsible for doing so if: […] that State does
so with knowledge of the circumstances of the internationally wrongful act; and […] the
act would be internationally wrongful if committed by that State.
Although its non-binding nature, state practice and opinio juris supports that the principles
established in Article 16 have gained status as customary international law.266
Unfortunately, the ARSIWA does not specify what counts as aid and assistance, but its
commentaries provide guidance on the matter. The ILC notes that the provision of material aid
that is used by the assisted state to commit human rights violation, can incur responsibility for
the assisting state.267 For instance, in the Bosnian Genocide268 case, the ICJ found that the
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia’s provision of weapons, military equipment and financial aid
to the Republic of Srpska amounted to aid and assistance.269
The ILC notes that state responsibility for aid and assistance is limited in three ways. First, the
state that provides ‘aid or assistance must be aware of the circumstances making the conduct of
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the assisted State internationally wrongful’.270 Thus, if the state that provides aid or assistance
is unaware that its support is intended to be used by the assisted state for the commission of
internationally wrongful acts, it bears no responsibility.271 Second, ‘the aid or assistance must
be given with a view to [facilitate] the commission of the wrongful act, and must actually do
so’.272 This requirement implies that the support provided by the assisting state must be
connected to a subsequent wrongful act and that a state cannot be held liable if it did not intend
to facilitate the act. However, the ILC notes that the assistance does not have to amount to such
that it is essential for the commission of an internationally wrongly act as long as it contributes
significantly to it.273 Third, the act must be considered as an internationally wrongful act also
‘had it been committed by the [aiding or assisting] state itself’.274
As to the enforcement of externalized migration control mechanisms, states that provide
equipment or training to states of transit or origin are certainly aware of the fact that those may
result in weakened protection for refugees or even to violations of their rights. This is especially
true where the cooperation is enforced between states that do not have the means or will to
protect refugees.275 Willful blindness is generally not accepted as a justification for such
actions.276 Pursuant to these considerations it can fairly be stated that where states provide
equipment, share intelligence or fund the migration control efforts of another state, and those
are significant for the purpose of breaching the principle of non-refoulement or other human
rights obligations, the assisting state is acting within the ambit of Article 16. However, some
actions must be kept separate from the application of Article 16. Actions that do not amount to
the requirements include for example diplomatic pressure or the provision of development aid
if it is given in good faith.277
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To conclude, state’s reliance on externalized migration control to avoid responsibility can also
be challenged through the rules on state responsibility for aid and assistance. Thus, states that
enforce non-entrée practices without the exercise of jurisdiction, are not immune from legal
responsibility, but the limits to Article 16 set the threshold for state responsibility quite high.
However, as externalized migration control mechanisms are allegedly enforced in order to
control the migration flows from countries of origin or transit to the destination states, the states
that are enforcing them are likely to continue with measures that give them actual control of
those migratory movements. Thus, states are likely to prefer mechanisms that give the developed
states more control of the outcomes. Although states may continue enforcing these less intrusive
measures of non-entrée they might not be as effective in deterring migrants and thus reaching
the aim of states.
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5 Conclusion
The extraterritorial development in migration control has resulted in a situation where migrants
find themselves outside of those states’ territories that could effectively protect them from
human rights violations. The prominent actors in the field are not those countries that generate
the most refugees, but rather those that are the loudest promoters of human rights protection –
the developed states. Unfortunately, the strategic externalization of migration control through
implementation of different mechanisms does not seem to have an end, quite the contrary –
states are being resourceful in finding new ways to restrict access for refugees to their territories.
The traditional non-entrée practices are no longer as attractive for developed states, because
their ability to answer to the aim of deterring migrants has diminished. Refugees today rely
heavily on smugglers to arrive to destination states, which makes it difficult for those states to
detect them. The creation of international zones withing state territories as well as declarations
of non-responsibility for high seas deterrence to deny responsibilities, have been declared as
wrongful interpretations of international law. States have therefore instead embraced models
that utilize cooperation with third states. The cooperation-based non-entrée practices are
harmful for refugees, as their possibilities to claim international protection is diminished.
Because cooperation-based practices seek to outsource the responsibility to protect refugees
from developed states to less developed ones, the very existence of refugee protection is
endangered. Simply put the legal regime of less developed states lacks the necessary protection
guarantees. They often do not provide the same protection as the refugee would get in the desired
destination state, because they are not parties to relevant international treaties or do not have the
means or will to protect refugees. Indeed, the increase of extraterritorial migration control has
posed challenges to the realization of human rights and the rule of law.
States rely on the enforcement of extraterritorial migration control because there is no associated
extraterritorial right to asylum or acknowledgement of refugee status unless some level of
attachment between the state and the individual can be established. The right to seek and enjoy
asylum is a procedural right which does not impose obligations on states to grant asylum – that
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is left within the discretion of each sovereign state. Therefore, the rights of refugees are only
triggered once they have reached the territories or jurisdictions of states’ that respect these
rights, effectively making it impossible for refugees to exercise their rights unless they
overcome the obstacles set by extraterritorial migration control mechanisms.
International law currently does not provide a comprehensive protection regime for refugees
who do not manage to overcome the obstacles set by extraterritorial migration control
mechanisms. However, the legal black holes that states have created by enforcing such
mechanisms can be overcome at least where the state exercises jurisdiction over territories or
individuals. But, in such circumstances the extraterritorially acting state must itself exercise
effective control over the territory or the individual. Therefore, where states outsource the
extraterritorial migration control completely to third states’ agents, they avoid activating
jurisdiction and thus responsibility. However, this thesis argues that a contemporary
understanding of state responsibility can effectively defeat those legal black holes. It relies on
jurisdiction based on the exercise of public powers abroad. Jurisdiction based on public powers
has the potential to eliminate the requirement of control between the enforcing state and
individuals or territory when a state is in fact exercising public powers abroad. Thus, it protects
migrants also in situations where migration control is enforced through proxy. Jurisdiction based
on public powers should, however, not be seen to replace the traditional ways for acquiring
jurisdiction, but rather as an additional way to do so. By adopting this additional form of
acquiring jurisdiction we would not only improve the protection regime available for refugees,
but it would effectively affect the current practices of states. States could no longer enforce
extraterritorial migration control with impunity, which practically renders the entire Refugee
Convention insignificant. It would also render extraterritorial migration control mechanisms as
unattractive for deterrence purposes.
Since the purpose of states in enforcing these extraterritorial migration control mechanisms, is
to control and deter migrants seeking to enter their territories, it can be assumed that they are
likely to prefer more control rather than less. Thus, even where states’ involvement in the
migration control of other states is currently minimal, it is likely that their involvement will
increase especially in those areas mostly producing or used as travel routes by migrants.
70

The overall conclusion of this thesis is that international law can adopt to the practices that states
have introduced. Therefore, states that rely on externalized migration control mechanisms to
avoid responsibilities proceed with false confidence.
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